UNIVERSAL PRODUCT
CATALOG
Carbon Fiber GT Wings · Carbon Fiber License Plate / Frames
Carbon Fiber Hood / Trunk Props · Hood Pins · Logo Decals
Carbon Fiber Panels / Sheets · Carbon Fiber Tubes

CARBON FIBER HOOD / TRUNK PROP
The first-of-its-kind carbon fiber prop was designed to keep hoods and trunks open
for shows and other events. With a simple “twist and lock” the prop extends up to
50 inches to provide as much clearance room as possible. When minimized the prop
measures 28 inches, making it versatile and convenient. On each end, anti-slippery
caps for a more secure hold. There’s no other prop that offers the design, quality, and
convenience that this item offers.
When installing a carbon fiber hood or trunk, the shocks, dampers, struts, and springs
that are used with stock metal pieces should not be installed as these produce
stronger pressures than what is needed for carbon fiber parts. The prop acts as the
opening mechanism to help avoid cracking due to over-pressure.
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CARBON FIBER GT WINGS
Seibon Carbon universal GT wings are perfect for
builds looking to add aggressiveness on and off the
track. At its highest point, the GT wing offers a height
of 11.5 inches. Other features include a span length of
58.7 inches and adjustable stands (legs). A distance
of 26.5 inches between each stand make the GT wing
suitable for most makes and models. Professional
experience is recommended for installation and other
modifications.
The GT-Wing 180 is inspired by the GT wing, the
universal GT-180 wing is wider and taller than its
predecessor. Its span length of 70.5 inches and 16.25
inches height give it a powerful presence. A distance of
39.7 inches between each stand make this wing most
appropriate for wide wheelbase vehicles.

(WITHOUT LOGO)
Part No.: HOODPROP
(WITH LOGO)
Part No.: HOODPROP-S

GT WING (Standard)

GT WING 180

Part No.: GTWING-1

Part No.: GTWING-180

Span length: 1492mm (58.7")
Height: 292mm (11.5")
Base stand distance: 673mm (26.5")

Span length: 1790mm (70.5”)
Height: 413mm (16.25”)
Base stand distance: 1008mm (39.7”)

AEROCATCH® PLUS FLUSH LATCH
AND PIN KIT
CARBON FIBER LICENSE PLATE / FRAMES
Seibon Carbon’s license plate frames and plates are perfect for those
that like carbon fiber everything! Carbon plates and frames are made
from deluxe carbon fiber material with a twill weave pattern and offer a
glossy finish.
Frames have a thickness of 2mm, while plates measure up at 1mm. The
carbon frame makes a fine accessory but when combined with a plate,
the look is complete.

CARBON FIBER LICENSE PLATE

CARBON FIBER LICENSE PLATE FRAMES

Part No.: CFLP

(2-holes) Part No.: CFLPF
(4-holes) Part No.: CFLPF4

Size: 305mm x 152mm (12" x 6") US
standard license plate size
Thickness: 1mm (0.04")

License plate frames are designed for U.S.
spec plates. Available with two or four
bolt holes.

Seibon Carbon is proud to announce its collaboration
with AeroCatch® on special edition 120 Series panel
fasteners. The 120 Series offers modern aerodynamic
styling combined with lightweight, high strength
construction, commonly designed for hoods, trunks,
and tailgates. AeroCatch® products are independently
tested in a UK testing house to ensure maximum
safety levels are achieved; making them suitable for
professional motor racing, rally, and street.
This series also offers both locking and nonlocking options. Each kit contains all the necessary
components to fit immediately and a cardboard
template to assist with panel preparation.
(NON-LOCKING KIT)
Part No.: HOODPINS-120-7000
(LOCKING KIT)
Part No.: HOODPINS-120-7100
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SEIBON CARBON LOGO DECALS
The original Seibon Carbon logo decals are perfect for any Seibon
Carbon products, as well as windshield, side windows, or body parts
display. Its size is approximately 10 inches by 2.25 inches, available in
silver reflective and white, red color.

(Silver reflective)
Part No.: DECALS

(Red, white)
Part No.: DECALS-RW

CARBON FIBER PANEL / PRESSED SHEET
Do-it-yourself projects are made easy with our pre-manufactured carbon
fiber panels and pressed sheets. The carbon fiber panel offers high
stiffness, while the single-layer carbon fiber sheets provide some flexibility
for your projects. Both our panels and sheets are made from the same
genuine carbon fiber material which we use in all of our products.

CARBON FIBER PANEL
Part No.: CFSHEET10

SINGLE-LAYER CARBON FIBER PRESSED SHEET
Part No.: CFSHEET04

Dimensions: 400mm x 500mm (15 3/4"
x 19 1/2")
Thickness: 1mm (0.04")
Surface: Double sided glossy, smooth finish

Dimensions: 400mm x 500mm (15 3/4"
x 19 1/2")
Thickness: 0.4mm (0.016")
Surface: Double sided matte finish

(25.4mm OD)
Part No.: CFTUBE25
(16mm OD)
Part No.: CFTUBE16

CARBON FIBER TUBES
Carbon fiber tubes are made from 3K, 2x2 twill weave
carbon fiber material with a glossy finish. Standard tube
length is 1200mm with a wall thickness of 1mm. Tubes are
hollow with a diameter option of 16mm or 25.4mm.

ABOUT SEIBON CARBON
Seibon Carbon specializes in the design and manufacture of high-quality carbon
fiber products. Our selection includes over 1,500 products that cater to import,
domestic, and European vehicle makes and models. Not limited to automotive
body panels, Seibon Carbon also produces furniture, sporting goods, lifestyle and
household items.
WWW.SEIBONCARBON.COM

1.877.4.SEIBON

@SEIBONCARBON

#SEIBONCARBON

